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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A study of the best practices for the sourcing, procurement, and costing ofproducts,
equipment, and services for use in the foodservice industry.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Identify the various influences within foodservice procurement and discuss the
distribution channels for various products.

B. Discuss how to determine and specify the quality of a product or service and
prepare a product specification.

C. Demonstrate an understanding of supplier relationships including the various
purchasing and payment options, discounts, supplier services, and sales methods
available in the foodservice industry.

D. Detennine order quantities and timing for a typical foodservice operation.
E. Define the various types ofproduct values offered, discuss the difference between

cost and value, and identify various cost cutting measures related to procurement.
F. Define various costing terms and calculate food and beverage costs.
G. Discuss the importance of the various supporting roles ofprocurement such as

receiving, storage, issuing and security.
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H. Demonstrate familiarity with various standard documents used in foodservice
procurement.

I. Identify the legal aspects affecting procurement in the foodservice industry
including government grading and inspection.

J. Identify the various forces affecting procurement and discuss how they can affect
a foodservice operation.

V.CONTENTS
A. Purchasing influences and the distribution channel

1. Influences
a. Sources
b. Intermediaries
c. Retailers
d. Consumers
e. Service Providers

2. Distribution channels for various products
a. Food, non-food, and non-alcoholic beverages
b. Beer, wine, and distilled spirits
c. Furniture, fixtures, and equipment (FFE)

B. Product and service quality
1. Determining quality of a product or service
2. Specifying quality of a product or service (specifications)
3. Potential problems with specifications
4. Comparison of large vs. small operations

C. Working with suppliers
1. Types ofpurchasing/receiving relationships with suppliers
2. Payment and credit policies offered
3. Available discounts
4. Supplier services
5. Sales strategies used by suppliers
6. Process for choosing a supplier
7. Developing relationships with suppliers
8. Comparison of large vs. small operations

D. Order quantity and timing
1. Optimal inventory level
2. Determining order quantity

a. Par stock approach
b. Levinson (calculated) approach

3. Determining appropriate order units
4. Determining the best time to order
5. Processes for placing orders
6. Comparison of large vs. small operations

E. Price
1. Determining the optimal price
2. Values added to a product

a. Form value
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b. Time value
c. Place value
d. Information value

3. Cost vs. value
4. Cash management

a. Three rules of cash management
b. Costs ofpaying bills too early or too late

5. Comparison of large vs. small operations
F. Costing

1. Terminology (e.g. as purchased vs. edible portion cost)
2. Waste and yield percentages
3. Food and beverage cost

a. Calculating unit cost
b. Calculating total cost

4. Food and beverage cost percentages
5. Overhead costs
6. Precision in costing

a. Assumptions
b. Rounding numbers

7. Comparison of large vs. small operations
G. Supporting activities ofpurchasing

1. Receiving
a. Requirements for a receiving department
b. Receiving methods

2. Storage
a. Storage objectives
b. Storage guidelines
c. Perpetual and periodic inventory

3. Issuing
4. Security

a. Types of loss
b. Preventing loss

5. Comparison of large vs. small operations
H. Procurement documents

1. Need for procurement documents
2. Types ofdocuments such as invoices, purchase orders, and inventory sheets
3. Comparison of large vs. small operations

I. Legal Aspects ofProcurement
1. Federal, state, and local legislation
2. Government inspection and grading

J. Various forces affecting the distribution system
1. Economic forces (e.g. supply and demand)
2. Political forces (e.g. lobbying)
3. Ethical forces (e.g. accepting gifts from suppliers)
4. Technological forces (e.g. genetically engineered food)
5. Current trends (e.g. locavores)
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6. Other forces (e.g. weather)
7. Comparison of large vs. small operations

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In Class Assignments
a. Note taking using a Guided Lecture Outline and periodic inspection of

notes
b. Group and individual activities and assignments which allow students to

review and practice lecture topics such as writing a sample specification,
quantity calculations

c. Field trip(s) to purveyor sites which give students practical experience in
foodservice procurement

2. Out of Class Assignments: Class Term Project (to be completed individually
or in small groups) in which students are asked to describe the various aspects
(such as writing a specification, finding sources, determining government
regulations, etc.) ofpurchasing a specific product or service in the foodservice
industry.

B. Evaluation
1. In Class Assignments

a. Grading ofnotes based on such items as terminology and mathematical
formulas

b. Submittal of group and individual activity sheets such as specifications
and quantity calculations

c. Written assignment discussing various aspects of field trip(s) such as
distribution methods or packaging

2. Periodic submittal and review of all sections of the Class Term Project to
determine the overall class's and individual student's level ofunderstanding of
lecture topics and research

3. Periodic quizzes and a final exam which test the student's knowledge of
terminology, processes, and best practices in foodservice procurement

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Instructor Handouts including Guided Lecture Notes and examples of industry

standards
2. Links to articles and online sources that provide additional information on

specific topics
3. Feinstein, Andrew Hale and Stefanelli, John M., "Purchasing: Selection and

Procurement for the Hospitality Industry", John Wiley & Sons, New Jersey,
8th Ed, 2012

4. Lynch, Francis T., The Book ofYields: Accuracy in Food Costing and
Purchasing", John Wiley & Sons, New Jersey, 2012

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a».
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